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Abstract
Evidence-based medicine (EBM) relies on scientific data to guide diagnosis and treatment and is recognized as the current paradigm in medicine. Accordingly, every current and future physician should be knowledgeable about its principles and methodologies. Embracing research and EBM is essential to modern clinical practice; however, trainees and physicians still struggle with the value of research-related courses and knowledge on epidemiology and research methodology is often poor. In this article we provide a cogent discussion of the importance of research as an indispensable discipline in medical education through a detailed analysis of the literature. We review the evolution of medicine towards EBM and discuss the myriad of benefits that research has on medical careers, leadership roles, mentoring relationships, social networking, and personal growth and development. Participation in research contributes to medicine, public health, and society while simultaneously allowing the achievement of a high level of personal satisfaction.
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Introduction
The publication from the Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group in 1992 defined evidence-based medicine (EBM) as the new paradigm for medical practice.1 Under this paradigm, the decisions regarding diagnosis and treatment are no longer solely dependent on prior clinical experience, but now include an additional factor: evidence. As a result, physicians have needed additional skills to understand and apply published information in their practices and to help produce the continuous flow of research supporting this system. Despite the fact that EBM has been the model of medical practice for the past two decades, knowledge of research methodology and criteria for the critical evaluation of reported evidence often remains poor among students worldwide.2-5 Clinical investigators, who are essential for the final generation of evidence needed to maintain the practice, have been called an “endangered species”.6,7 In this article, we discuss many reasons that support the value of research as a foundational discipline in medical education. We also emphasize how physicians-in-training can benefit from this experience and gain skills that can serve as a valuable tool for their future practices. Therefore, we are optimistic that the reader will find this article both informative and inspiring. A practical approach of how to apply this knowledge into practice is listed in Table 1.

Medicine: A Paradigm Shift through the Ages
Western medicine has evolved parallel to social and scientific advancements as “a varied and changing social and cultural system”,8 which has led the field toward the practice of EBM. After prehistoric humans believed in using magic to heal, Greeks introduced rational explanations for medical phenomena and described illness as a study of its signs and symptoms resulting in the development of “clinical observation”,9 a method still used today. The scientific spirit of the Greeks was rediscovered during the Renaissance and the Enlightenment when medicine evolved from describing generalizations to solving specific questions through experiments, thus advancing knowledge through the scientific method.9 The knowledge generated by the Europeans was later spread through colonialism during the Industrial Revolution. Advances in Western medicine were then being generated from multiple areas around the world. At the forefront were American scientists and inventors who were propelled by their ideologies of freedom of expression and pursuit of knowledge. Advances in communication that followed the track of the Industrial Revolution led to the construction of a
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In the nineteenth century, after Flexner’s analysis of medical education, medicine progressively separated from pure empiricism and became part of modern science with scientific methodology. With the progressive introduction of medical research into clinical practice, “intuition, unsystematic clinical experience, and pathophysiological rationale” were no longer enough, and systematic evidence was required to determine standards of care. As a result, EBM became the new paradigm of medicine. Epidemiology and biostatistics emerged as the fundamental basic sciences supporting clinical research, while the scope of research focused on studying new treatment strategies and optimal care. This shaped the clinical decision-making process and imposed new challenges by requiring every physician to understand the basics of the scientific method and demanding constant research to fuel advances in their field. As a result of the wide recognition of EBM, the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) called for all medical schools to incorporate mandatory education on clinical and translational research in 2006.

History illustrates how the practice of medicine evolved with the development of science and culture. This progress was driven by scientists and natural philosophers (researchers), and this concept remains strong today. By combining descriptive, experimental, and translational methods, research became a significant part of medical practice; thereby illustrating how medicine is an “ever evolving science based on research”.

Relevance of Research for Physicians in Training

If the practice of medicine is based on EBM, what does this mean for current and future practitioners? That the language in which medicine is currently written is no longer prose, but scientific in nature. By definition, EBM is “the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of the most current and best evidence in making decisions about the care of individual patients,” and its “practice means integrating individual clinical expertise with the best available external evidence from systematic research.” Regulatory organizations usually consider that understanding scientific principles and EBM is necessary throughout medical training.

The Flexner report was pivotal in restructuring medical education in America and describes medicine as a discipline that follows the laws of biology and therefore one that can be studied using the scientific method. Flexner highlighted the importance of self-education and learning by doing. By mastering research as a critical tool for developing new knowledge, medical trainees would become critical thinkers who learned to evaluate information for themselves. These principles remain current as exemplified by the report from The World Federation for Medical Education (WFME) Task Force on Designing International Standards in Basic Medical Education. This report requires medical schools to “teach the principles of scientific and evidence-based medicine, and analytical and critical thinking throughout the curriculum” and now it is widely accepted that medical graduates should understand the methodology and applications of rigorous research. Evidence-based medicine permeates most categories of competencies required by the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) for completion of a residency program, including patient care, medical education, and practice-based learning and improvement. Acquiring these skills is fundamentally facilitated by involvement in research.

Consequently, the ideal moment to grasp the fundamentals of EBM and research methodology occurs during medical school, and some even advocate for initiation during undergraduate studies. Overwhelmed by curricular requirements, sleep deprivation, and financial concerns, students may perceive initiatives toward understanding research methodology and applying findings to clinical care as an additional stressor to their training. Therefore, students have reported lack of interest towards research, misconceptions of what research entails, or the perception that their time invested will not be reflected by the appropriate recognition. Although epidemiology and biostatistics are viewed as relevant knowledge, they lose importance as students progress through medical school, and disagreement on having research as part of their curriculum has been reported. Furthermore, student involvement in research varies widely among institutions and countries. The proportion of students from a given medical school who participate in research has been reported as 25% in New Zealand, 57% in Canada, and 54.6% with a 35% publication rate in Colombia (personal communication, Program of Medicine and Surgery, Universidad del Valle, September 26, 2013). Some schools have adopted specific programs designed to promote research among students with encouraging results. Historical data from Stanford reports a 95% participation in research with a 75% publication rate after research had been encouraged among students. Similar research programs during medical school have been implemented at other institutions with positive results. This information suggests that despite some motivation by students to participate in research, further strategies are needed for medical schools worldwide to promote the participation of students in research, completion of their projects, and divulgation among the medical and scientific communities.

Despite the differences in the proportion of medical students who participate in research, those involved in this activity recognize the numerous skills acquired in the process. Research participation aids in the development of investigational and analytical thinking, critical reading and writing abilities, organization and time management expertise, and communication skills. Research also teaches discipline and responsibility and improves competences required in all aspects of training, such as public speaking and literature searches and evaluation. Progressing through the steps in research and publication in a mentored setting facilitates the continuous improvement of the ability to formulate hypotheses, conduct literature searches, understand research techniques, collect data, and critically evaluate the literature. All are practices that teach students to stay current and even advance science and medicine. These experiences provide skills incorporated in the student’s armamentarium, whether they decide to pursue a career as a community-based clinician or in academic medicine. Similarly, research broadens a student’s perspective towards medicine and its practice while teaching life-long lessons. By
understanding general principles in basic and clinical research, medical students can be more apt to integrate basic and clinical sciences during medical school, a skill that has been shown to contribute to successful learning. Some suggest that "physicians who think scientifically or critically provide the best patient care," and this way of thinking can also achieve a better understanding of the rapid changes in science, technology, and clinical practice. Participation in research also allows exploration of specialties to facilitate evaluation of interest in future training and empowers students to creatively face problems, propose multiple solutions, and assess the implications of published discoveries. These are all essential skills for effective clinical practice. Knowledge of research also facilitates interaction with patients when explaining implications from translational and clinical research to their care and when discussing enrollment in clinical trials. Lastly, these skills also will be applicable to everyday life. Research demands one to think for oneself, an extremely important quality for understanding scientific knowledge, EBM, and clinical practice. Medical students have recognized the benefits of research training for their current and future career, with up to 95% of students rating these experiences positively and reporting significant personal satisfaction. Thus comprehension and practice of research principles should be a priority during medical school.

**Implications for Future Career Plans**

Participation in research can impact student career choices by influencing their decision to become a physician-scientist or practice in an academic center. Eighty-five percent of students who performed a research project as mandated for graduation reported that the experience impacted their careers. Furthermore, students who are involved in structured training programs, such as the National Institute of Health (NIH)-sponsored Medical Student Research Fellowship programs (MSRFs), or many other school-based or peer-based programs have shown an increased appeal for academic medicine and have greater involvement in further research projects after the experience. This supports the idea that an early introduction to research fosters future career decisions.

In addition to influencing the decision-making process, the experience and publications can help in advancing a medical career and facilitate a successful transition into the highly competitive field of academic medicine. Data from the Program in Clinical Effectiveness (PCE) at Harvard School of Public Health showed that graduates enrolled because research training was needed to advance their careers (66%), and a young age at the time of enrollment (less than 40 years) correlated significantly with receiving NIH grant funding (perceived as an indicator of a successful research career). Requiring research in medical school has shown to significantly increase publication productivity during and after training. In fact, those students who performed research were considered more competitive candidates for future training or job applications. Furthermore, participation of under-represented minorities in research has been shown to result in a more diverse workforce in academic centers, contributing to the improvement of teaching, patient care, and research. Individuals involved in research at earlier stages can be more successful as clinical investigators or physician scientists. Thus, we believe that implementing effective...
strategies to resonate this message to medical students world-wide is essential.

For most medical students, the next step in their careers will be applications to residency, for which experience in research may offer some additional endorsement. There are many factors that comprise a residency application, such as grades and rank for preclinical and clinical courses during medical school, the Medical Student Performance Evaluation (MSPE), United States Medical Licensing Examination (USMLE) Step 1 and Step 2 scores, letters of recommendation, Alpha Omega Alpha (AOA) membership, medical school reputation, awards, research experience, and publications. Interestingly, although research experience was ranked low in the selection criteria when all specialties were considered together, the most competitive specialties ranked research experience highly. Participants with one or more peer-reviewed publications received a significantly greater number of interview invitations than those without one (p<0.001). Accordingly, research experience with successful publication is a desirable quality for applicants. Participation in research is valued because of the overall strengths it instills within the applicant. Therefore, admission committees should be viewed as another source of mentorship, emphasizing the role of research in improving medical practice and professional satisfaction.

Research as a Catalyst for Leadership and Social Networking

With participation in research, medical students can interact with some of the most influential people in their fields, learn directly from those leading the waves of knowledge, and set the standards of care. The time spent with these leaders can be a unique opportunity to gain appreciation of science and to learn to question facts. In other words, this time provides an opportunity to learn how to look at the world and how to study it more efficiently. These leaders can also share their passion for research, which is an invaluable experience in and of itself. Mentors can boost the student’s career by sharing their knowledge, offering professional advice, and providing support through many other personal interactions. Data suggests that up to 73% of medical students involved in a research project reported developing a relationship that optimized their research experience and went beyond project advising and mentoring, which has been shown to be crucial for pursuing a successful and satisfying academic career. This prolonged exposure is mutually beneficial, creating a positive relationship and facilitating better counsel and support for future career plans.

Through interaction with mentors, other principal investigators, scientists, post-graduate students, and peers, medical students can be inspired to do great things themselves, including participation in more research projects, leadership activities in scientific communities, organization of scientific meetings, and involvement in editorial activities, among many others. These activities are often channeled by scientific associations empowered by medical students at local, national, and international levels. The first author’s personal experience in the Scientific Association of Medical Students of the Universidad del Valle (ACEMVAL), the Colombian Association of Medical Students’ Scientific Societies (ASCEMCOL), the Latin American Federation of Medical Student Scientific Societies (FELSOCEM), the International Federation of Medical Students Association (IFMSA), and the International Journal of Medical Students (IJMS) has drastically influenced her way of thinking and her career, motivating her to write this article. Such activities serve as catalysts for passionate students who are bursting with ideas and motivation to contribute to society. This opportunity brings together people from different institutions, cities, countries, and continents and harnesses the diverse intellectual power. For example, the International Journal of Medical Students (IJMS), created by an independent group of medical students motivated by experiences in their scientific associations, established the first student-led, peer-reviewed journal to share the scientific production and experiences of medical students worldwide. In addition, these leadership and research experiences uniquely equip students to become the future leaders of medicine and public health, whether as successfully funded investigators, coordinators of multinational clinical trials, or representatives at the forefront of global health projects, catalysts for public health reforms, or other envoys to serve society.

For medical students, excellence comes from doing more in life than just fulfilling the requirements of a curriculum. The intangible and most commonly overlooked experiences are as valuable as those quantified by papers and presentations. A systematic review showed that participation in leadership training programs had positive effects on faculty advancement in academic rank and success in publishing papers. Thus, similar effects have the potential to be realized among medical students participating in early leadership research positions, providing a jumpstart to exercising these roles in their future professional careers.

Elevating Medical Students to the Demand of Current Medicine

Although research is central to the practice of EBM, the AAMC has identified physician-scientists as a “vulnerable population” because of their declining number and higher rates of failure to achieve funding when compared to non-physician investigators. Despite the numerous insights into the molecular biology and pathophysiology of diseases made in the past few decades, much of this knowledge has yet to be applied to clinical practice and public health. Of 101 studies published in six major basic science journals that reported their discovery had novel therapeutic or preventive promise, only five had been licensed for clinical use. The lack of clinical and translational investigators and a less-than-ideal cooperative communication between basic scientists and clinical investigators were reported as significant barriers to the translation of research. Physician-scientists are uniquely qualified to make discoveries by bringing together experimental data from the bench with clinical observations.

To answer these demands, several strategies have been implemented. The AAMC, the NIH, and several non-profit institutions have designed programs to revitalize the physician-scientist pathway. Medical schools offer joint MD-PhD programs or incorporate scholarly research programs to emphasize disciplined research activities in their students. Residency and fellowship programs have established research-oriented tracks to train physician-scientists and achieve both their clinical and
research goals during their training in an attempt to reduce the time to becoming independent investigators.\textsuperscript{5,35,36} Therefore, it is important that research, in either a direct or indirect manner, effectively enters into physicians’ thoughts to become truly integrated into their lifelong career and is not perceived simply as a fleeting obligation.

In addition, research fulfills a social goal by producing new knowledge to offer better care. This is evident in developed countries where pioneering treatments are conceived and tested. However, there are still many challenges to be addressed at local, national, and international levels, which require solutions from both a clinical and public health perspective. Current global health issues include the rising burden of non-communicable diseases, the effects of climate change, and trade policies. These new burdens are an addition to the unresolved problems of infections, malnutrition, and reproductive health, which continue to evolve in a dynamic and complex global context.\textsuperscript{39} Also, the increasing migration of physicians and patients in a world healthcare market makes these challenges more interlinked and interdependent than before, requiring innovative approaches that should include strategies in medical education and healthcare delivery.\textsuperscript{71} By promoting more meaningful participation in research initiatives among medical students from all continents, the next generation of physicians, scientists, and leaders can continue to develop innovative strategies for management of diseases through international collaboration that address the health problems of people of all nations, both in developed and developing countries. Thus, participation in research promotes a higher perception about the value of personal accomplishment and the rewarding feeling of contributing not only to one’s own community but to many others in need.\textsuperscript{12}

**Concluding Remarks**

The majority of first-year medical students may reiterate that their primary reason to enter medicine is to help people and their communities. This concept no longer lies solely in the altruistic doctor who sets off in a romantic adventure to serve society. Instead, the responsibility to address health issues that our communities face and play an active role in their solution lies with all physicians (current and future). While this happens every day in clinical practice, is it enough? As future leaders in medicine, is it not the responsibility of physicians-in-training to do more? It is your turn as a medical student embrace the breakthroughs in medicine and take them to the next level, address the challenges, and “advance in the pathway of creating knowledge to enhance the health of our communities and nations”.\textsuperscript{72}
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